New software improves accuracy of
factories' mass-produced 3D-printed parts
17 March 2021
The software tracks how the accuracy of an
additively manufactured part depends on which
printer made the part and where the part was
located in the printer. This process works by
measuring parts using optical scanning technology
and analysis of the scan data. This analysis allows
a user to determine which parts are accurate and
identifies which printers, and settings, produce the
most accurate parts.
The research was published this month in Additive
Manufacturing, in an article titled: "Analyzing part
The software can detect defects in the printed parts and accuracy and sources of variability for additively
determine where in the printer the defects occur. Credit:
manufactured lattice parts made on multiple
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
printers."

Researchers at University of Illinois UrbanaChampaign developed software to improve the
accuracy of 3D-printed parts, seeking to reduce
costs and waste for companies using additive
manufacturing to mass produce parts in factories.
"Additive manufacturing is incredibly exciting and
offers tremendous benefits, but consistency and
accuracy on mass-produced 3D-printed parts can
be an issue. As with any production technology,
parts built should be as close to identical as
possible, whether it is 10 parts or 10 million," said
Professor Bill King, Andersen Chair in the
Department of Mechanical Science and
Engineering and leader of the project.
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The team's software allows for the rapid and
automatic measurement of additively manufactured
parts—a processes that is typically time consuming
and costly. It also allows for increased accuracy.
"Factories that rely on 3D printing are being built
rapidly all over the world. Our software helps
ensure production is consistent, accurate, and costeffective," King said.
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